
CENTAFLEX - A  Coupling 

 
Manufacturer:  Rexnord/CENTA 

Fields of application:  Agrarian, Energy, Industry, Navy 

Properties:  - Variable torsional elasticity due to different shore hardnesses 
   - Optimum misalignment compensation in  
      axial, radial and angular direction 
   - Various options for the configuration of the  
     Rubber elements for various applications  
   - Easy mounting 
   - All designs also available in pluggable version 
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Production information 
The CENTAFLEX-A is available in many different designs as coupling or drive shaft (steel, carbon or 
fibreglass construction) as well as an axially pluggable construction. For quick replacement of the low-
maintenance rubber element, a split, radially mountable version of the rubber element is available. In 
combination with many different adapters, flanges and hubs, the CENTAFLEX-A can be optimally ad-
apted to any installation situation and guarantees gapless torque coverage up to 12.5 kNm. 

Types 
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Torque range:   0,01 to 12,5 kNm 
Elastic material:   NR 
   Si   
Temperature range: NR -45° to +80°C 
   Si   -45° to +120°C

Coupling 
Type 0 and 0-S 

Rubber element on which the 
series is based, made of high-
quality natural rubber or silicone. 
Available in different shore hard-
nesses. 
Type S for pluggable mounting. 

0 = Element screwable without 
screw accessories 
0-S = Element pluggable without 
screw/ bolt accessories

Coupling 
Type E and E-S 

Rubber element with suitable 
screw accessories or plugboard/
screws spare parts set. Access-
ories adapted to the respective 
size.  

E = Element screwable with 
screw accessories 
E-S = Element pluggable with 
screw/ bolt accessories

Coupling 
Type 1 and 1-S 

Rubber element, supplemented 
by a hub on the input or output 
side. For mounting on already 
existing drive elements. 

1 = Element screwable with 
screw accessories and hub 
1-S = Element pluggable with 
bolt/pin accessories and hub

Coupling 
Type 2 and 2-S 

Rubber element, supplemented 
by a hub on the input and output 
side. Suitable for all applications 
in general mechanical enginee-
ring. 

2 = Element screwable with 
screw accessories, one flange 
hub and hub. 
2-S = Element pluggable with 
screw accessories, one flange 
hub and hub.

Coupling 
Type 3 and 3-S 

Rubber element, supplemented 
by a flange plate and hub. Flange 
plate can be adapted to any 
flywheel and element. 

3 = Element screwable with 
screw accessories, a flange plate 
and hub. 
3-S = Element pluggable with 
screw accessories, one flange 
plate and hub.

Drive shaft 
Type G / GB / GZ 

Highly flexible drive shaft, in any 
length and with variable connec-
ting parts to suit the respective 
installation situation. 

Type GB/GZ for high speeds and 
long distances additionally equip-
ped with exact and low-mainten-
ance centering of the middle part.



MAIN COMPONENTS 
RUBBER ELEMENTS 

ADAPTIONEN 
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The main component of the CENTAFLEX - A coupling are the highly flexible rubber elements made of 
high-quality natural rubber or silicone. The CENTAFLEX - A rubber elements are available in various 
designs as a scrapable or axially pluggable construction. Shown here in the design 0 (left) and 0-S 
(right).

HUBS 

All standard connections such as toothing, 
flange connections, clamping set, keyway 
connection and oil press fit are offered. 
In addition, a possible CENTALOC clamping 
prevents wear due to fretting corrosion or 
chipping of the toothing. Available for all 
CENAFLEX-A couplings.

FLANGES 

The CENTAFLEX - A series is available both 
with flywheel connections according to SAE 
and for non-standard flywheels. 
The flanges are available for all connections 
and can be adapted to existing input and out-
put elements as required.

TUBES 

The CENTAFLEX - A is available as a homeki-
netic drive shaft of the required length. Shor-
ter shafts are manufactured from round jet, 
longer distances (up to 6m) are bridged by a 
thin-walled precision steel tube.



IDENTIFY COUPLING - GENERATE ORDER CODE 
Here you can see what information is required for your enquiry / order and how to recognise it. 

Order-Code:  CF-A - 140 - 0-S - 60 
   Series CENTA coupling 
       Size 
        Type 
         Rubber hardness 
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Example for determining the  
Size of your coupling. 
The available sizes in this series range 
from size 1 to 800.

Example for determining the  
Type of your coupling. 
Is your element screwable = 0 (left) or 
pluggable = 0-S (right)? For further 
information on the type of your cou-
pling, please refer to page 2.

Example for determining the  
Shore number of your clutch. 
Possible hardnesses are 50 and 60 
Shore. For sizes 1-4, the hardness 50 
Shore is represented by a "35" and 60 
Shore by a "36".

Example for irrelevant 
numbers on your element. 
The German Patent Number (D.B.P.) 
and the Japanese Patent Number (Jap. 
Pat.), do not help in determining your 
rubber element.



 
info@pmp-germany.de 

Phone +49 (0) 202 - 5749 574 - 0 
Fax 0202 - 5749 574 - 5 

www.pmp-germany.de 
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If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact 
us at any time. You are also welcome to visit our Youtube channel 

and learn more about this series. 

mailto:info@pmp-germany.de
http://www.pmp-germany.de

